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Prediction of oscillating pressure is a key technology for cavity research. Nonlinear Acoustic Solver (NLAS) is applied to analyze
aeroacoustics recently. A nonlinear numerical solver is combined with the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) method.
RANS is applied to solving the flow field around a cavity, and average solution of initial turbulent statistics is obtained which
contains the basic characteristics of the average flow field and statistic description of turbulence fluctuation. The source of
acoustic generation is reconstructed, and the spreading of oscillating pressure is simulated precisely. According to the
comparison of the cavity noise calculation and experimental results under Mach numbers 0.6, 0.85, and 1.35, it indicates that
NLAS is capable to predict oscillating pressure of cavity flow from subsonic to supersonic with acceptable deviation. On this
basis, the contribution to oscillating pressure suppression made by passive control such as rectangular fence (RF) and square
tooth spoiler (STS) is investigated. It is found that these two passive control methods can lessen the total noise.

1. Introduction

Cavity structure is particularly common in the field of aero-
nautics and astronautics, such as under the carriage wheel
well and weapon bay. For combat aircrafts, when the weapon
bay doors are opened and exposed to the outflow, turbulence
characteristics of the flow field would induce cavity flow
instability. The weapon bay undertakes great aeroacoustic
noise load, which leads to fatigue damage of the internal
weapon and aircraft structure and also affects the surround-
ing aircraft systems. In addition, the instable cavity flow pro-
duces additional moments for the internal weapon, which
adds restrictions on the operating envelope of the internal
weapon bay.

In recent years, computational aeroacoustics (CAA)
have been a trend to predict the acoustic noise phenomena
due to high cost in the wind tunnel experiments. Gloerfelt
et al. [1] investigate the acoustic field of a cavity using the
direct numerical simulation (DNS). Theoretically, direct

numerical simulation (DNS) can be a helpful tool since it
can resolve all scales of the turbulent flow field. But the
application of DNS is still restricted to low Reynolds num-
bers considering the available computational resources
[2, 3]. Unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS)
[4–6] is effective to study the cavity flows. However, while
coupled with aeroacoustic analysis, simulations [7–9] show
that URANS is insufficient for predicting the spectral broad-
band of the acoustic spectrum, since the turbulent energy is
lost in the time-averaging progress. Large eddy simulation
(LES) becomes popular for predicting flow and noise [10,
11]. It is still computationally too expensive especially for
high Reynolds number flow. Recent effort is made by a
hybrid RANS/LES method known as Detached Eddy Simu-
lation (DES) which is a compromising method between
URANS and DNS. It is proposed by Spalart et al. [12] and
widely applied [13–16]. Batten et al. [17] point out that
these hybrid methods remain expensive and uncertain
because the current methods largely rely on the dissipation
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of the subgrid scale model, and a substantial difficulty exists
in transferring statistical turbulence energy data between
RANS and LES regions [18].

Nonlinear Acoustic Solver (NLAS) combined the advan-
tages between conventional acoustic analogy and hybrid
RANS/LES methods together. It was proposed by Batten
et al. in 2002 [19] which could consider subgrid scale sound
sources by reconstruction of turbulence physical quantities.
It reduces the mesh resolution without loss of precision.
The NLAS method has been applied for predicting noise of
jet and automotive field [20, 21] which proves that it is a
promising research method.

Although some progress on the numerical method of
cavity flow has been made, there are still few applications
of the NLAS method on cavity problems. In this paper,
application of the NLAS method on cavity noise and pas-
sive control is investigated. A cavity with a length to depth
ratio of 5 : 1 is studied, and local Reynolds stress tensor and
heat flux are obtained by calculating RANS equations using
cubic a k − εmodel and then interpolated into acoustic mesh.
Turbulence is reconstructed based on the statistic average
result. Reliability of the NLAS method on predicting the cav-
ity noise is validated by comparing the simulation result with
the test result.

A lot of research on cavity flow control has been
undertaken, and in these literatures, flow control methods
can be mainly classified: passive control, active open-loop
control, and active close-loop control [22, 23]. For the pas-
sive control, there is only simple geometry modification
without any input of outer energy. Passive control is more
cost-effective than active control, which achieves the goal
of reducing noise by destructing the Rossiter feedback
mechanism [24]. However, the best effect of passive con-
trol is obtained only when the aircraft is under the
designed Mach number. Results [25–29] demonstrated
that the size of the leading-edge control device has a sig-
nificant impact on the noise control effect and also find
that the cavity flow type will vary along with the variety
of control measures such as SW, STS, trailing edge ramp
(TR), and FTS. In this paper, the NLAS method is applied
into research on the suppression effect of the passive con-
trol method for cavity noise.

2. Numerical Simulation Methodology

Nonlinear Acoustic Solver (NLAS) is a low-diffusion solver
which simulates aerodynamic noise generation and propa-
gation from a turbulent flow which is statistically steady.
This numerical acoustic solver can take the data from a rel-
atively simple RANS model instead of a LES model. In the
initial step, the flow is described by a baseline of the mean
flow and statistical superimposed turbulent fluctuations.
Then, the NLAS generates acoustic sources from the given
set of statistics using a reconstruction procedure. Finally,
a high-resolution solver is used to simulate the resulting
propagation of the oscillating pressure. The NLAS method
can propagate the resolved scales of pressure disturbances
on the original (RANS) mesh or on a separated acoustic
mesh by interpolation of the acoustic output data. NLAS

accounts for noise generation from structures at the subgrid
scale relying on the previous mean flow where the pertur-
bations are computed using statistical models. The NLAS
solver considers quantities in the Navier-Stokes equations
divided into mean and fluctuating parts: ϕ = ϕ + ϕ′. A sys-
tem of perturbation equations is performed by replacing
the fluctuation and mean equations in the Navier-Stokes
equations, which are referred to as nonlinear disturbance
equations (NLDE):
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In the above, values of i, j, k are 1, 2, 3 and represent
three coordinate orientations, respectively; ρ is density of
flow; p represents pressure; ui represents velocity of x, y, z
coordinate orientation; xi is the distance of three coordinate
orientations; �e and e′ are the mean term and fluctuation term
of unit volume, respectively; δij is Kronecker function; τ′ij is
the fluctuation term of shear stress, and θ′ is the fluctuation
term of heat transfer. Neglect density fluctuations and take
time averages of the above equations:
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where Ri is related to the standard Reynolds stress tensor
and turbulent heat flux, Cp is the pressure coefficient, and T ′
is the fluctuation term of temperature. These unknown terms
are the key of acoustic solution. Unsolved small-scale vari-
ables can be obtained by reconstructing the turbulence statis-
tical results from RANS solving and used to produce subgrid
source terms. The method of turbulence reconstruction pro-
posed by Batten is as
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In the above expressions, l is the turbulence scale, τ is the
time scale, εijk is the permutation tensor of vector product
operation, Nðα, βÞ denotes a Gaussian normal variable with
a mean of α and standard deviation β; aij is the Cholesky
decomposition of local Reynolds stress tensor. For positive
definite Reynolds stress tensor ui, uj, aij can be obtained:
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3. Validation of NLAS Method

3.1. Validation Model.M219 cavity is a representative model
for cavity acoustic analysis, and a series of tests are carried
out on M219 under QinetiQ wind tunnel shown as Figure 1
[30]. The configuration consisted of a rectangular cavity cut
into a flat plate of length 1828.8mm and width 431.8mm.
The leading edge of the cavity was located 787.4mm down-
stream from the plate leading edge with a length 508mm.
The M219 cavity has an aspect ratio of L : D : W = 5 : 1 : 1
with 10 equally spaced Kulite pressure sensors on the ceiling
to measure the time histories of pressure with a sample fre-
quency of 6 kHz.

From Figure 2, it could be seen that the computational
domain of RANS which is consistent with M219 cavity is
composed of four structural blocks. Flow direction (X) is
from -8D to 12D, spanwise direction is from -2D to 2D,
and the surface normal is from -1D to 4D. To simulate the
statistical average results of turbulent fluctuation, a nonlin-
ear anisotropic turbulent model is used for RANS calcula-
tion. The cubic k-epsilon mode is adopted in this paper
because it considers the influence of different positions to
the eddy-viscosity coefficient by matrix approximation that
is consistent with the physical aspects better. The height of
the first mesh layer from the wall is 5 × 10‐2 mm with 2600
cells in total. The Reynolds number based on cavity depth
and free-stream velocity is 7 × 106. For supersonic flow cal-
culated by RANS, all condition-prescribed boundaries were
applied on the inflow with Mach number M = 1:35, pressure
P = 62064 Pa, and temperature T = 263 K. A characteristic-
based boundary was applied on the far field, and the physical
quantities on outflow were extrapolated from the inner grid.
For subsonic flow calculated by RANS, characteristic-based
boundary conditions were applied on the inflow, outflow,
and upper boundaries.

Separate computing mesh is used for acoustic calculation.
The surface boundary is a nonslip adiabatic wall; solving pre-
cision in the surface domain is guaranteed by the wall func-
tion method. Local Reynolds stress tensor and statistical
average of heat flux calculated by RANS are interpolated into
acoustics mesh; then, according to the statistical average
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results, a synthetic reconstruction of turbulence is carried
out. A computational domain contains surrounding areas
of the acoustic source. Figure 3 is 10% isosurface of maxi-
mum turbulent kinetic energy kmax calculated by RANS. In
this domain which is the main area of the acoustic source,
turbulent fluctuation is the most violent. Therefore, the mesh
in this domain is of great importance for acoustic calculation.
A new boundary condition should be set as the absorbed
layer; data of the far field and attenuation layer are provided
by RANS.

Since the requirement of mesh is not strict and the com-
putational domain is reduced, the acoustic mesh is much
more coarse with 1200 cells in total which is reduced signifi-
cantly compared with RANS mesh. Comparison of RANS
and acoustics meshes is shown in Figure 4.

The benefits of this are that the acoustic solver can oper-
ate on more isotropic cells (particularly in the near-wall
region, where a grid converged RANS solution is already
available), resulting in a reduction in the overall number of

mesh points from the relaxed near-wall requirements and
a suitably truncated outer domain. Truncated outer bound-
aries in NLAS are assigned self-tuning absorbing layer
boundary conditions, with far field (and damping layer)
data provided by the (a priori) RANS solution. This pro-
vides a good description of the outer boundaries and min-
imizes spurious wave reflections back into the simulation
domain, even for boundaries located close to the source
region of interest. Compared with direct numerical simula-
tion (DNS), the reduced grid requirements of a traditional
LES are rather minimal, particularly in the near-wall region.
Hybrid RANS/LES methods can achieve a reduction in
mesh size by eliminating the mesh requirements in planes
parallel to the wall (the normal-to-wall resolution is still
required for the near-wall RANS modeling). NLAS further
relaxes these meshing requirements, since a priori RANS
statistics are always available, even on coarser regions of
the NLAS mesh.

A governing equation of RANS is solved by the finite vol-
ume method; nonviscous terms are dispersed by second-
order TVD format. Viscous terms are dispersed by central
difference format; an implicit algorithm is adopted for time
marching. Calculating space and time discretization format
of NLAS is the same as RANS. Time step size Δt is 2 × 10‐5
s, and the total calculation step is 20000.

Free-streamMach numbers are consistent with the M219
wind tunnel test, by which numbers are 0.6, 0.85, and 1.35
and can verify the effectiveness and correctness of the cavity
noise simulation using the NLAS method under subsonic,
transonic, and supersonic flow conditions. Ten points are
used to record the pressure variations under the bottom cen-
ter line of cavity and indicated by K20~K29, shown as
Figure 5.

3.2. Result Analysis. For the cavity above, when the incoming
flow reaches the leading edge, the flow will cross the cavity
without touching the bottom of the cavity. The shear layer
over the cavity will become unstable and impact on the
rear wall. The pressure in the rear part of the cavity rises,
which will induce the appearance of shock wave under the
condition of supersonic flow. The complex flow environ-
ment inside the cavity can lead to fluctuation in the rear
part of the cavity and then generate noise. Noise spreads
via circulating air to the leading edge, which contributes to
the separation of the shear layer. When at a certain phase
condition, an acoustic feedback loop is formed and self-
sustained oscillation inside the cavity occurs.

Figure 2: Computational domain of RANS.

Figure 3: Isosurface of 10% kmax calculated by RANS (shaded with
streamwise velocity).
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Figure 1: Noise test of M219 cavity in wind tunnel.
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Figures 6–8 show the sound pressure level results at three
testing points located along the central line of cavity bottom
X/L = 0:25, 0.55, and 0.95, respectively, whenMa = 0:6, 0.85,
and 1.35. Sound pressure level spectrum curves of the three
testing points are compared with experimental results. Oscil-
lating pressure does not have periodicity during the initial
time of the calculation. However, after the initial stage, oscil-
lating pressure presents a certain periodicity and remains,
which fits the oscillating pressure data that are needed and
also the corresponding data of noise spreading. In order to
avoid the irregular oscillating pressure during initial time
affecting the solution of the noise, the initial stage is not con-
sidered and only the oscillating data during 0.1 s~0.4 s are
adopted in this paper.

From the calculation results, it could be seen that differ-
ent positions under different Mach numbers have the consis-
tent modal. That satisfies well with the typical frequency
spectrum from the literature [30]. Calculating aerodynamic
noise by this method, the spectrum modals of the previous
4 orders can be captured. What is more, besides slight differ-
ence in several modals, all the domain frequencies can be
captured accurately. This illustrates the high accuracy of this
method. WhenMa = 1:35, the distribution of the sound pres-
sure level at the measuring noise points concentrates during
130~170 dB. The upstream sound pressure level is a little
low while the downstream of that is a little high. For the inte-
rior weapon cabin having the similar structure, such high
sound pressure level can contribute to fatigue damage of
the cabin and weapons inside the cabin, and this kind of dis-
tribution will generate a nose up pitching moment on the
weapon inside the cabin. This is mainly due to the unstable
pressure wave generated by the interaction between the

upstream shear layer and the downstream boundary layer.
The unstable pressure waves mainly focus on the down-
stream zone and spread from downstream to upstream lead-
ing edge along the wall. Then, the waves interact with the
shear layer so that the waves can separate from the wall to
form acoustic feedback. Inside the cavity, the main unstable
area concentrates on the downstream area, which leads to
the result that the noise pressure level in the downstream is
obviously higher than upstream.

Rossiter proposed an empirical formula for calculating
the modal frequency of cavity:

f n =
U∞
L

n − γ

M∞ + 1/κð Þ : ð7Þ

In the calculation of the aerodynamic noise, the most
important thing is to forecast the dominant frequency loca-
tion and its corresponding highest sound pressure level. Sim-
ulating results with the experimental results of the two
parameters are compared in this paper. Table 1 shows the
comparison of the highest sound pressure level between the
numerical simulations and experiments at three locations
which, respectively, are front, middle, and rear parts of the
cavity bottom. Table 2 shows the comparison among the
domain frequencies.

By comparison of the highest sound pressure level and
the domain frequency location between NLAS simulation
and experiments under different Mach numbers, it can be
found that the NLAS method can simulate noise domain fre-
quency of the cavity and the corresponding highest sound
pressure level under the conditions of subsonic, transonic,
and supersonic speed effectively. Some experimental values
are inconsistent with values obtained from Rossiter’s for-
mula; this is because of the unsteady characteristics of the
cavity flow. Rossiter’s formula has its limitations, and this is
why we should develop the CAA method. In the following
study, we will continue to optimize the model of balance pre-
cision and computing time, making it real application in
engineering calculation.

Figure 9 shows the comparison of the total sound pres-
sure level between calculation and experiment at different
locations on the bottom of the cavity. It can be seen that
all the calculating results and noise pressure level at the

(a) RANS mesh (b) Acoustic mesh

Figure 4: Comparison of RANS and acoustic meshes.

K20 K21 K22 K23 K24 K25 K26 K27 K28 K29

Flow

Figure 5: Monitoring locations of oscillating pressure.
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testing points concentrate between 155 dB and 180dB.
Besides, the sound pressure level in the upstream is a little
low while that in the downstream is high. Except the place
that X/L = 1, the error between calculation and experiment
on other testing points is within 5 dB and the experimental
results are higher slightly than calculating results. This is
mainly due to the existence of background noise in the
wind tunnel test. The highest sound pressure level in the
bottom of the cavity is over 170 dB, so the noise inside
the cavity should be controlled.

4. Passive Control

4.1. Numerical Model. In this paper, rectangular fence (RF)
and square tooth spoiler (STS) are studied under Mach num-
ber 0.85, and the acoustic meshes are shown as Figures 10 and
11. For rectangular fence (RF), the height is 18mm and the

width is 5.4mm. For square tooth spoiler (STS), each spoiler
has a 18mm height, 5.4mm width, and 7.2mm length.

4.2. Flow Analysis. This paper investigates the effect on noise
suppression by using RF and STS passive control measures
for cavity. The principle of this two passive control measures
is generating disturbance in the shear layer to destroy the
oscillation mechanism where it is the source of acoustic gen-
eration. Figure 12 shows oscillating pressure of a clean cavity
and cavity with RF and STS from 0.2 s~0.25 s at X/L = 0:95
location. The adoption of passive control measures can obvi-
ously decrease the amplitude of oscillating pressure. In addi-
tion, the amplitude of oscillating pressure of STS is slightly
below RF.

OASPLs for different cases are plotted in Figure 13. It is
shown that the calculated OASPL agree well with the exper-
imental result. Computational results of cavity with RF and
STS imply that passive measures can lessen the total noise,
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Figure 6: Comparison of spectrum between calculation and test at Ma = 0:6.
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particularly with maximum decrease of about 8 dB near
the rear wall. It can be seen that noise levels of the cavity
with RF are higher than the cavity with STS by approxi-
mately 2 dB on average. So, STS is more efficient to reduce
flow disturbances.

Figure 14 shows sound pressure frequency spectra for
4 different situations: experiment, no control, RF, and
STS. Cases (a) to (c), respectively, represent sound pressure
frequency spectra at X/L = 0:25, 0.55, and 0.95 which are
located at front, middle, and rear parts of the cavity. The four
curves have the similar trend. When passive control mea-
sures are used, frequency spectra reduce in different degrees.
Among them, STS has the better effect.

The widely used criteria for identifying the vortex named
as Q criteria was proposed by Hunt et al. in 1988 [31].
According to Hunt et al.’s theory, the fluid deformation can
be represented by velocity gradient tensor (strain rate ten-
sor); the tensor can be decomposed to the symmetric part
of the strain rate tensor S and the antisymmetric part of the

tensor. If the contribution of the vortex tensor to the fluid
deformation is greater than the strain rate tensor, then the
existence of vortex in the region is confirmed. The Q criteria
is as follows:

Q = 1
2 ΩijΩij − SijSij
� �

= −
1
2
∂ui
∂xj

∂uj

∂xi
> 0: ð8Þ

In the formula, the second invariant of the velocity gra-
dient tensor is obtained from the spatial derivation of the
velocity u; the value of the second invariant is irrelevant to
the selection of the coordinate system because of the gener-
alized invariance of the velocity gradient tensor. Q > 0 indi-
cates the existence of vortex, and the region surrounded by
the isosurfaces defines a vortex core; conversely, there is no
vortex core.

As shown in Figure 15, vortex-scale in the flow field cav-
ity with RF and STS is obviously bigger than the clean cavity.
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Figure 7: Comparison of spectrum between calculation and test at Ma = 0:85.
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Due to the existence of RF and STS spoilers, the shear layer
over the cavity is shifted up away from the cavity. The incom-
ing flow directly crosses the cavity instead of going inside of
it. This phenomenon significantly reduces the intensity of
flow impact on the rear wall of the cavity generating less
acoustic waves. The results suggest that RF and STS could
act as a vortex generator in the cavity flow field leading the
vortex away from the cavity. It also can be noticed that the
vortex generated by STS is broke down into small scales
because of the shape of the spoiler. The small scales of the
vortex could further reduce the intensity of impingement
inside the cavity, which could be the reason why the STS per-
forms better than RF on noise suppression.

5. Conclusions

NLAS has been presented for the prediction of M219 cavity
noise with an aspect ratio of L : D : W = 5 : 1 : 1 under the
Mach numbers of 0.6, 0.85, and 1.35. This method combines
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Figure 8: Comparison of spectrum between calculation and test at Ma = 1:35.

Table 1: Comparison of the highest sound level (dB).

Mach number Position Experimental data NLAS

Ma = 0:6
X/L = 0:25 137.4 135.2

X/L = 0:55 145.7 142.3

X/L = 0:95 152.3 149.1

Ma = 0:85
X/L = 0:25 145.2 143.0

X/L = 0:55 150.6 148.1

X/L = 0:95 154.7 156.1

Ma = 1:35
X/L = 0:25 148.5 147.8

X/L = 0:55 163.3 161.9

X/L = 0:95 168.4 165.9
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the advantages of conventional acoustic methods and hybrid
RANS/LES methods. Local Reynolds stress tensor and heat
flux are obtained by calculating RANS equations on the cubic
k − ε model and interpolated into acoustic mesh. Then, tur-
bulence is reconstructed based on the statistic average result,
and the propagation of the pressure disturbance is solved.
Reliability of the NLASmethod on predicting the cavity noise
is validated by comparing simulation results with experimen-

Table 2: Comparison of dominant frequency locations (Hz).

Mach
number

Position
Experiment

data
NLAS

Rossiter’s
formula

Ma = 0:6
X/L = 0:25 457.5 459.3 463.8

X/L = 0:55 287.6 257.5 230.8

X/L = 0:95 288.2 297.5 292.5

Ma = 0:85
X/L = 0:25 589.6 599.3 593.73

X/L = 0:55 348.1 359.1 255.3

X/L = 0:95 358.9 372.0 371

Ma = 1:35
X/L = 0:25 788.7 820.1 790.9

X/L = 0:55 488.8 502.6 376.25

X/L = 0:95 487.7 502.6 522.8

180

CAA
Experimental

175

170

165SP
L 

(d
B)

160

155
0.0 0.4 0.6

X/L
0.8 1.0 1.20.2

Figure 9: Comparison of OASPL distribution between CAA.

Figure 10: Cavity with rectangular fence.

Figure 11: Cavity with tooth spoiler.
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Figure 12: Pressure trace from 0.2 s to 0.25 s (X/L = 0:95).
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Figure 13: OASPLs for different cases.
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tal results. It can be noted that NLAS has less requirements
for near-wall grids and smaller computational domain than
RANS, while assuring adequate precision.

Calculations with two different passive control methods
are conducted under the Mach number 0.85. Computational
results of the cavity with RF and STS imply that passive

160
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STS
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100

SP
L 

(d
B)

80
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Frequency (Hz)
800 1000

(a) X/L = 0:25
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Figure 14: Sound pressure frequency spectra.

(a) Cavity without passive control (b) Cavity with RF control (c) Cavity with STS control

Figure 15: Isosurface of Q near the cavity (Q = 7 × 106).
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measures can lessen the total noise, and STS is more efficient.
The inclusion of the fences in the experiment and compari-
sons with NLAS results will be researched in the future.
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